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General Research Problem
How do sociotechnical systems distort perceptions?
Perceptions often depart from reality. Technology can mitigate or exacerbate such
discrepancies. For example, algorithmic bias can encode historical social biases, thereby
magnifying and perpetuating them (Johnson, 2020). In their public relations efforts, companies
more deliberately apply sociotechnical methods to manage public perceptions, particularly in
response to unfavorable publicity (Cleeren, van Heerde, & Dekimpe, M.G., 2013).

Algorithmic Bias: A Review of Research
What are researchers’ leading findings on algorithmic bias?
Under the CS department and Aaron Bloomfield as acting technical advisor for the fall
semester, my goal is to provide analysis-based suggestions for future work to eliminate
systematic bias.
In the 21st century, it is unthinkable to not be within reach of a computer. The way these
machines operate reflect the design choices made by the programmer. These choices form
algorithmic bias, a challenge which regards systematic discrimination derived from design
choices or input data. Only recent research has studied fairness in machine learning
(Chouldechova and Roth, 2020). Sun, et al., (2020) ascribe the growth of algorithmic bias in
algorithms to a shift in the sources of data from being “[based] on reliable labels from” to “more
recently… receiving data from the general population [resulting in] bias that is born from
ingesting unchecked information, such as biased samples and biased labels”. As public
infrastructure is reshaped by these algorithms, systemic biases will punctuate society if these
algorithms remain unchecked.
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Despite an explosion in the volume and rate of published work on algorithmic bias, the
field is a new frontier of difficulties and discovery. Questions that would define fairness in
machine learning loom large overhead, Chouldechova and Roth (2020) list a few, “What should
fairness mean? What are the causes that introduce unfairness in machine learning? How best
should we modify our algorithms to avoid unfairness? And what are the corresponding tradeoffs
with which we must grapple?”. There are currently two truths regarding algorithmic bias. First,
any additional work being done is meaningless until a definition for fairness or system of
fairness is established. Second, investigating the field through multiple lenses and perspectives is
necessary.
To advise on how to eliminate algorithmic bias, I will compare research and findings on
the sources of algorithmic bias, methodologies that curb the effect of distorting data, and current
working definitions of fairness. I then hope to provide insight on how algorithmic bias is
introduced and the best practices for prevention. These findings will hopefully be part of the
foundation for a fairer technological future.

Hypocrisy or Adaptation: How BP Defends Its Reputation in the Climate Emergency
How does BP, despite depending on fossil fuels for its revenues, strive to promote a public
reputation as a responsible global corporate citizen?
How can BP defend its reputation despite calls to action against climate change? As the
globe is faced with continued record-breaking weather (Coumou & Rahmstorf, 2012), companies
must address their strategy in preventing climate change. Thus, oil giants like BP, have
reimagined their marketing strategies to retain good public standing.
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Corporate social responsibility is corporate self-regulation to serve social values (Sheehy,
2015). Over 90% of Fortune 500 firms incorporate social responsibility initiatives within their
own brands (Luo and Bhattacharya, 2006). To protect their reputations, many companies make
public commitments to social values, though how serious these commitments are is difficult to
determine. BP incorporates these strategies to reclaim their image after causing the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill due to gross negligence (Robertson and Krauss, 2014).
Obvious participants include BP, which claims to seek net-zero carbon emissions (BP,
2019), Green America, critics of BP who seeks to create a sustainable society (Green America,
2019), American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers, a lobbying group that liaises between
the government and the interests of fuel retailers (AFPM, 2019), and the Democratic party which
cites climate change as one of our nation's greatest challenges and condemns President Trump
for calling it "a hoax invented by the Chinese." (Democratic Party, 2020).
BP claims net-zero carbon emissions is one of their biggest sustainability goals. They’ve
instituted a ‘reduce, improve, create’ framework into their business model wherein existing
emissions are reduced, products are optimized to provide lower emissions, and low carbon
business is created through investments and expanding renewable businesses (BP, 2019).
Through these measures and others, their claim has been consistent with the findings of Pinko, et
al. (2018), whose analysis of eight different fossil energy companies’ work toward meeting
societal expectations to combat climate change. According to the study, BP was one of only two
companies whose score in the “Company-Wide Commitments and Targets to Reduce
Greenhouse Gas Emissions” category improved.
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